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On leaving the theatre, I went for the first time with an Ukrainian peasant in a courtyard. He said, "They are dying in the Urkien fruit like cattle. At my village with money I came here for bread. I shall send it to frost. I shall stand a grove, while I can get bread for 2 rubles a kilo. In my village there are 50 households, we used to have 50 homes. Now about 18. No need home me"
down a drop on to
the sweet on the
toffee.

Coward pushed
her into the
place.

Said Reedy,
"He hit me first.
I was bullied."

Coward joins in.

Private trader, semi-
still quiet, unexpected

Now, he hit
me. This is my place.

Blood was running
out of nose.
"Oy, he hit me!"
"This is my place!"
"Blood was running..."
Syn gyp f coff

Relié's still
alive. We still believe
in God. And many
children still believe.

It was terrible when
they took down the
Yerm Xperiorium
ouncer. It was a wonderful church.

They're with the

Read 3. How much more
Can it go on? Now a lot
of people come up
from the S with all the
money they can get. My
collect 7 sold a blue
r and a man is

Woman. Men they
Post the bread back home. I used to have 4 hours - the daily 4 cows and pigs. Now I only have 2 pigs. Home. I only have me home.

Our cattle
More important is than a new factory.

Only tenth of the land is our village is left.

An error and the cattle

Now it is not in bed but go into the furnace. And that I not...
Price still on the rise. Higher for higher quality. The best people in Russia are Poles.

Children, so cute.

Raisin, fig, and apricot. 

Children, so cute.

Outline for next year:

- Collapse of Bolshevism
- Rural poverty and famine
- Practically no winter harvest
- Outlook for next year disastrous
- End of last absolute mentality

Stalin hunted by Pol

95% of the Party opposed to Stalin's policy, but there is no discussion. Any opposition is now removed.
Ariosto

Tom Sydney

Anecdotes

There was an animal trainer. He trained animals. And all of you must now go. But except men. Not all animals, but except dogs. Travel is arrested.

Peloton to Kalinin. Why have we so few clothes? So little to eat?"

Kalinin: "Not so dirty. In Africa the people don't wear anything at all."

Pearl: "Well they must have had Persecution for a long time."

There is typhus in Moscow. There is black plague in the Caucasus.

The political term means only that. The P.U. will be introduced into villages more serious. They've destroyed
Over a foot.

You can get 70 mills for a dollar - worthless.

The dollar will fall.

People who eat at good restaurants are engineers, journalists, well-paid ministers, etc., etc.

In the S. the power of the S.P.W. Party is all powerful. Party losing its power. The
Scene on street
Peasant with
child, taken
by police, child
sold in slave
drag. Arrested for
begging. Commandeer
a shapki, driven on

Some drunks in Moos,
rolling about.

More motor cars; large number.
Great increase.
Some good ones.
**Prices Gold**

- Мука (25%) 47 к.
- Сахар 50 к.
- Картофель 40 к.
- Овощи - 22 к.
- Картофель 26 к.
- Яблоки 24 к.
- Белые помидоры 20 к.
- Пшеница 87 к.

**Staffs have been out down kept to 50%**
Sales down prices up.

**Back**

"In school a girl 15 yrs old salted over and stuck into the police. She was condemned to 5-10 yrs imprisonment. She cried so much that her shoulder got disjointed."

"A lot of boys believe in God, go to church. But majority do not believe."

"At bad, in school they give us food meals: meat, milk." He looked healthy."
the crisis. It's gay to be a world revolution.

It's gay to be much better.

A lot of heroes are religious.

My next hope is to Zolotkin. We have to visit the factories. I like songs.

Fairbanks in Hollywood.

I saw the Demon of the Bosphor (Small) Theatre. It was fine.

It is tremblin' the villages.

The people paid all the gold to sell a brown egg.

Can we borrow it to the toyshop?

We can't keep it unemployed.

Barely.

My wife had a lot from S. from the Central Reserve.

Facts.

I've just recovered from typhus.

Alaska is frozen.

She went to buy a clock. She went to buy a clock. She went to buy a clock.

People never open the door. Always short. "Kind man?"
Outlook for the spring army campaign is bad.

German little girl, brown eyes, pearly-scented white spring flowers, mumbled: “We've come up from Crimea, my mother and I. Here it’s warm, not like cold Moscow. There is no bread, just a heavy, but there is meat there. Otherwise they will be fruit. Only now there is no bread, the people are dying.”
Peasants

New case arises
21 centre appart from lecture (about 75 people)
Avery from product and not the much more then this thing
It’s a stiff tax
After paying that mostly cases they’ll be lucky

if they have enough to live
on.

Tree maker after tax
is paid is academic name for old system.

Last 6 months
extension of force

1. Politically
   good new G.B. & state
elegantes
2. Transport system
   Extraordinary commis
   from cities with
   punitive power might
   enforce labor
3. Discipline
   measures – factors
Defying worker's cards
Friday's absence
6. Death penalties
for stealing, treason,
for defense of socialist
property
7. Extension
of police power
state, extension
of state, which
New political policy
of one

Part
No fiction that
didn't work.
Has disappointed,
Fove has come out

 into the open. Knows I
part I was named
departure. Divisia
he disappeared.

Reflexion for the
moment.
I canobble meat
get 2 lbs 1 bread a day.
No meat, no eggs, no milk.
Before I was 9 I died to
eta for meat bread. I can get
cheaply.

I haven't had meat
for a year. I get a little soup,
but it is not enough to
work on.

Sacken

I am member 1020
I have learnt mostly
in good schools.
Cooperative

Bread: 35 kg.
Kilo: 17 kg.

Butter: No butter.

Fish: None.

Meat: 2 (18 lb. meat beef)

Pork: None.

Oats: 10 lb.

Milk (for children only): 1 gal.

Tea: 750 g.

Sugar: 150 lb. sugar

Fruit: None.

Commercial State

Fer: Black 3 r. kilo, white 4.50 km.

Milk: 3 gallons.

Meat: 15 r. lb.

Pork: None.

Wheat: None.

Sugar: 150 lb. sugar.

Fruit: None.